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Revisiting the Privacy Implications
of Two-Way Internet Latency Data
Brian Trammell and Mirja Kühlewind
Networked Systems Group, ETH Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract. The Internet measurement community is increasingly sensitive to the privacy implications of both active and passive measurement.
Research into the drawbacks of network data anonymization has led the
community to investigate data sharing techniques, as well as to focus
on active measurements and active measurement datasets. A key metric
in these datasets is round-trip-time (RTT) as measured e.g. by ping or
traceroute. This paper examines the assumption that the analysis of
Internet RTT data is safe for open research by posing the question: what
potentually-private inferences can be made about a remote target given
periodic latency measurements from known vantage points under one’s
control? We explore the risks to end-user privacy both through a review
of diverse literature touching on the subject as well as on the analysis
of RTT data from fixed and mobile Internet measurement infrastruture.
While we find that the common assumption of safety generally holds, we
explore caveats and give recommendations for mitigation in those cases
where it may not.

1

Introduction

The Internet measurement research community has long been concerned with
the privacy impact of its measurements on the end users of the Internet. The
personally-identifiable nature of IP addresses, for example, as it is linkable to
end-user activity, is well-understood, and even a subject of current regulation1 ,
with a body of literature on anonymization techniques [1] and the effectiveness
thereof [2] to protect this information. However, other information that can be
gleaned from passive observation of traffic at multiple layers [3] can be used
to track end users as well. Encryption of application-layer payload does not
necessarily provide protection from tracking [4]. As the inferences that we make
as Internet measurement researchers are inextricably related to the inferences
necessary to perform user tracking, ethical standards are necessary to minimize
end-user harm [5].
There is, however, a common understanding that certain types of data are
safer than others. Simple round-trip time or two-way delay information between
two infrastructure addresses, for example as widely used in diagnostics and operations using ping or traceroute, and as publicly available at scale via active
1
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measurement platforms such as RIPE Atlas2 , is taken to be unthreatening. Even
a latency time series gleaned from user traffic says more about the dynamics of
the network paths that traffic took than anything about the user’s behavior.
In this paper, we examine that assumption by considering the components of
end-to-end round trip time, defining possible threat models for RTT privacy and
evaluating the utility of latency data for the defined attackers. There are two
broad concerns here. First, since RTT is related to distance, RTT measurements
from a set of distributed vantage points could be used to determine the location
of an endpoint and its associated end-user. Second, since RTT has a component
of far-end delay, RTT measurements over a period of time could be used to
glean information about the relative level of activity on some remote endpoint.
Depending on the resolution of this information, different inferences could be
made. Even low-resolution information from a home network could be used to
guess whether someone is at home during a given time period, for example. We
examine both of these concerns in this work.
We conclude that RTT information is generally safe to use, but should be
treated as sensitive in specific circumstances, and provide guidance to mitigate
privacy risk when handling this data in Section 5.
This paper is, in part, an answer to a related question raised in the IETF
QUIC working group. As QUIC’s transport layer headers are encrypted, passive
RTT measurement as available with TCP [6] is not available in QUIC. A proposal
to add explicit RTT measurement to QUIC’s wire image in the spirit of IPIM [7]
was met with concern that passive RTT measurement might pose a privacy risk.
Though this paper is more concerned with active RTT measurement, its insights
are applicable to passive measurement as well, with the caveat that an entity
in position to perform passive traffic measurement is in a position to gain more
information about a given target than a random endpoint in the Internet armed
only with ping.
This paper is designed to be easily reproducible: the Jupyter notebooks used
in the analyses in this paper are available online3 , including code and/or instructions for the retrieval of the source data we used.

2

Components of End-to-End Latency

We begin with an examination of the components of end-to-end latency as can
be observed at either endpoint of a transport-layer connection, the sender of an
ICMP Echo Request, or the observer of a TCP flow with full information about
sequence and acknowledgment numbers and timestamps in both directions of
a flow. This observable RTT RT Tobs is given by equation 1, for f hops in one
direction and r hops in the opposite direction, where Dprop is propagation delay
on a link, Dqueue is queueing delay at a forwarding node, Dproc is processing
delay at a forwarding node, Dstack is stack delay at the remote endpoint (the
time it takes for a packet to make it from the network interface to the application
2
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and back, including acknowledgment delay [8] when traffic is unidirectional), and
Dapp is application delay at that endpoint.

RT Tobs =

f
X

(Dpropn→n+1 + Dqueuen + Dprocn )+

n=0
r
X

(1)

(Dpropm→m+1 + Dqueuem + Dprocm )+

m=0

Dstack + Dapp
This equation illustrates the confounding effect of end-to-end RTT measurement, which we will explore in more detail later. Each potential threat to privacy
uses only one component of delay measured in the observable RTT, but all components are mixed together in a given RTT sample. The challenge in exploiting
this information is then to reduce the irrelevant components to a known constant.
For example, in the geolocation case, the desired RTT would be (a) perfectly
symmetric and (b) made up of only propagation delay (c) in a straight line between endpoints, which would allow a distance measurement as in equation 2,
where cinternet is the speed of light in the Internet, assuming a known and constant factor for refraction in optical fiber and/or propagation in other physical
media. dist is an inequality because even in an ideal case (c) does not hold:
the light path following the great circle between two points and the light path
actually followed by physical Internet infrastructure differ.
Pf

Pr
Dpropn→n+1 + m=0 Dpropm→m+1
× cinternet
(2)
dist <
2
On the flip side, if light distance could be known, and processing and queueing
delay were zero, these terms could be subtracted out from yielding only stack
and application delay, turning RTT observations into “load” observations as in
equation 3.
n=0

load ∝ Dstack + Dapp

(3)

The utility of RTT measurements to various geolocation and activity fingerprinting tasks, then, is directly related to the separability of these terms. This
is the question we address in the rest of this work.

3

Latency and Geoprivacy

We first examine the geoprivacy question. The threat model here is one of an
attacker armed with RTT measurements between a target with unknown location
and distributed vantage points with known location, who wants to know the
location of the target with arbitrary accuracy.
There is a wide array of recent literature related to this subject. Much of
this focuses on “exclusion” based approaches, which uses assumptions about

cinternet to successively determine where a node or endpoint with unknown location cannot be. For example, Cicalese et al [9] used active RTT measurement
to discover and heuristically geolocate anycast infrastructure in the Internet: IP
adresses whose RTT-derived circles of exclusion from known vantage points do
not overlap must be anycasted.
In any case, much of the literature focuses explicitly on improving the accuracy of latency-based geolocation techniques; i.e., on the attacker’s side of the
question we pose. Indeed, this underpins the provision of location-based services.
Latency has been used to improve IP geolocation accuracy [10–12], and uncover
potential fraud [13].
A common theme here is that the vantage points must be optimally selected,
since unwanted error terms in RT Tobs increase with distance, so accuracy depends highly on the distance of the vantage points to the targets. In the case of
passive or opportunistic RTT measurement, one must instead be lucky to be able
to observe low-latency paths to the target. Katz-Bassett et al [14] showed that
accuracy under 100km was possible by augmenting delay measurements with
known topology information, and Gueye et al [15] extended this approach with
the use of multilateration, bringing the median error distance down to 25km for
the region of Western Europe.
These proposals are based on previously proposed techniques: IDMaps [16],
a multicast-based service for geolocating, and IP2Geo [17] that is based in the
first step on the location information of the closest DNS resolver. Model-based
approaches for predicting the distance between measured network nodes [18]
further refine this, and have achieved a median errors on the order of 30km [19,
20].
More recently a method to utilize crowd-sourcing has been proposed to use
smart-phones as landmarks and leveraging their GPS and WiFi-based location
information [21]. Their measurement shows an median error of several hundred
kilometers, reflecting both the use of a mobile dataset (where Dproc is generally
higher) and the variability of real-world data, as compared to the testbed-based
measurements of earlier works. Unsurprisingly, this work also confirms that the
accuracy highly depends of the distance of the selected landmark to the measurement target.
Other work in location-based services [22–25] focuses on locating nodes in
a virtual coordinate system (VCS), as opposed to physical space, following the
argument of Ratnasamy et al [26] that such high accuracy location in physical
space is unnecessary for common location-aware services such as content server
selection. These approaches are ideal for providing selection of distributed services without necessarily enabling geolocation of endpoints.
Our work is also related to location attacks against low-latency anonymity
networks such as TOR. Ries et al [27] investigate how virtual network coordinate
systems can be utilized for timing attacks and exploitation of timing information and also conclude that small changes in latency can have a high influence
on the accuracy. The availability of large numbers of latency samples has been
shown to increase the success of such attacks as well [28, 29], and these become

(a) Glattbrugg, Switzerland

(b) Nairobi, Kenya

(c) Brno, Czechia

Fig. 1. Exclusion circles around selected anchors (red dot) and associated MaxMind
Geolite City geolocation result (green cross)

even more powerful if timestamp information is available and samples can be
correlated based on clock skew [30]. However, given their architectural peculiarity, observations about these networks do not translate well to the impact on
privacy in the non-anonymized Internet. Therefore, we do not address the case
of anonymity networks in this work.
3.1

Measurements with Atlas and MONROE

We revisit the question by examining latency measurements taken with the RIPE
Atlas and MONROE [31] measurement platforms. Both provide us with latency
measurements between vantage points with known location toward targets with
known location: Atlas through its anchoring measurements, and MONROE via
periodic pings toward the MONROE collection infrastructure.
Exclusion We start by using Atlas anchoring measurements to attempt geolocation by exclusion, exploiting the inequality for dist, the observation that
the RTT between two endpoints cannot be less than the speed of light in the
medium of the Internet multiplied by twice the distance between those endpoints. We looked at all anchoring ICMP traceroute measurements on Monday
2 October 2017 to a set of 39 anchors, and filter out any measurements from
probe-anchor pairs with reported locations less than 500m from each other4 . We
assume that each of our RIPE Atlas Anchor targets is unicasted. This yields
a total of 9.61 million individual measurements over 22,072 probe-anchor pairs.
We then took the minimum end-to-end RTT measurement for each probe-anchor
pair, taking this to be the best measurement for exclusion purposes.
4

Here, the reasoning is that such pairs are either colocated in the same rack, or
possible connected to the same local- or metropolitan-area network, and as such do
not accurately reflect Internet RTT measurement.

We then draw exclusion circles corresponding to each probe’s minimum RTT
at that probe’s location, and examine the intersection of these circles. We note
that for 35 of the 39 anchors, intersection gives no additional information; i.e.
the closest probe’s exclusion circle is completely covered by that of the next
closest probe. RTT location via exclusion is therefore largely a matter of luck of
the location of the known vantage point. An illustration of this most common
case is shown in Figure 1(a). In the other cases, either the refinement to the
exclusion area is insignificant, or the location estimate covers a large region with
or without intersection. Figure 1(b) shows an example of this case; note here that
the both the location estimate and IP geolocation yield national-scale results
Though sometimes comparatively remote probes can refine each others’ exclusion circles, in no case did we find such a refinement resulting in a reasonably
accurate location estimate: the uncertainty in RTT simply grows too quickly
with distance. Figure 1(c) illustrates this. Here, estimates from Prague and Vienna yield an area roughly the size of Czechia, but do exclude Prague.
When the IP address of the target is known, IP address geolocation can
also be used to estimate its location. We therefore attempt to geolocate each
anchor based on its IPv4 address in the freely-available MaxMind GeoLite City
database5 , which we take as a worst-case IP geolocation result, noting that
better IP geolocation databases will yield better results [40]. We compare the
error between the geolocation result and the anchor’s declared location with the
uncertainty circle for each probe. Here we find that only 140 of 22079 of our
anchor-probe pairs have less uncertainty than IP geolocation error, and only
14 of the 39 anchors, generally in areas with a very high probe density, have a
measurement from at least one such probe. This further underscores the role of
luck in vantage point selection.
We take the RIPE Atlas anchoring measurement dataset to be representative of Internet RTT measurements. Given that opportunities for location area
reduction by intersection are not significant in this dataset, we now make a simplifying assumption that the best estimate for the location of an anchor is the
center of the uncertainty circle of the probe with the lowest minimum RTT,
and therefore that the error in the best estimate is simply the distance from
that probe to the anchor. Median error in the Atlas dataset is 39km while the
median IP geolocation error is 16km. We note that even though our methodology is far simpler than those described in the literature, it achieves comparable
accuracy, underscoring the finding that skill (or luck) in vantage point placement is the dominant factor in accuracy in geolocation by exclusion using RTT
measurements.
Atlas measurements are largely from residential or infrastructure networks
toward infrastructure networks. Recent work by Bajpai et al. [32] shows our findings also to be applicable to the location of residential subscribers. This analysis of Atlas and SamKnows measurements of last-mile latency finds latency to
depend on provider, technology, and point of presence, with median (two-way)
latencies per provider between 5 and 20ms. Last-mile latency is therefore respon5
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sible, on its own, for an exclusion radius between about 500km and 2000km. We
therefore take the location of residential endpoints to be more challenging than
location by exclusion of Atlas anchors.
Note that while landmark selection is a challenge for active measurement,
when RTT information is observed passively, e.g. during a transport or applicationlayer handshake, or using passive TCP measurement [6], the increased flatness
of the Internet topology [33] implies that there is a decent chance to observe
active communications between a client and a nearby content server.
Linear Distance Modeling We also attempted trilateration through the creation of a linear model relating RTT to distance; i.e. distest = f (RT Tobs ), based
both on Atlas and MONROE measurements. The linear models we derived from
our measurements (Atlas: RT T = 0.0190 × dist + 22.317 with r = 0.86; MONROE6 : RT T = 0.0154 × dist + 37.0735 with r = 0.78, for RTT in milliseconds
and distance in kilometers) are too imprecise to use as a basis for trilateration,
with variance and last-mile latency making distance estimation even less feasible
on mobile networks.
However, in examining the absolute (fig. 2(a)) and relative (fig. 2(b)) error
in these models, a guideline for using RTT measurement for location estimation
emerges. Restricting RTT data in ways that are possible using only simple inference or measurement can lead to better models with less error. Figure 2 also
shows error results for models based on subsets of the Atlas RTT data, considering only pairs with a minimum RTT less than 50 ms, or considering only short
paths (with less than 6 hops).

4

Load Telemetry

RTT measurement is of interest to in-network operations precisely because it
can be used to gain insight into the functioning and malfunctioning of network
devices. An unusual Dqueuen or Dprocn is often indicative of a fault to be corrected. This is the basic insight behind the measurement of in-network buffering
performed by Netalyzr [34] and other measurement platforms, and has been
used more recently in the inference of congestion at network interconnects [35].
Load on the endpoint can also be visible in RTT measurements, as shown by
Holterbach et al [36], who showed in a study of the load dependent accuracy of
the Atlas platform that several milliseconds of RTT error could be induced and
measured by varying the load on RIPE Atlas probes.
This utility, however, has a flipside, as it necessarily exposes information
about Dqueuen or Dprocn to any device on path which can use active or passive
measurement of RTT. More precisely, we now consider a threat model where
6

MONROE nodes provide GPS metadata for mobile nodes for location ground truth.
We split MONROE data from 1 September 2017 into 5 minute bins (300 pings) and
associated the geographic average GPS location with the minimum RTT in each bin
to yield 3,863 samples from 45 nodes.
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the attacker knows an IP address associated with a given target, and wants
to estimate activity on that target’s network. Here, the attacker can leverage
four assumptions about common characteristics of residential access networks to
successfully determine activity on a residential customer’s network:
– The access link is usually the bottleneck link for residential access, so latency
variation is due to Dqueue on the two directions of this link.
– Residential access links are frequently “bufferbloated” [37, 34]; i.e., modems
have overdimensioned buffers that lead to high Dqueue under load.
– In many markets, a single customer has a single public IP address at a single
point in time, so an ICMP ping to a given address will traverse the access
link. Note that this assumption does not hold when carrier-grade NAT is
used to conserve IP addresses [39].
– ICMP packets, if not blocked, will generally share a queue with other packets,
and can therefore be used to measure Dqueue induced by other traffic.
In other words, remote buffer measurement is possible, and can be used to
infer activity on residential networks. We ran a simple proof-of-concept activity
inference attack against one of the authors’ home networks to illustrate this
point.
We pinged an author’s public IP address in Zürich ten times a second from
vantage points in Amsterdam and Singapore, while subjecting the inbound network link to varying load through TCP downloads using curl at various rate
limits. The results are shown in figure 3. Idle and active periods are clearly visible due to RTT change from baseline from both the near and far vantage point,
even down to a 300kB/s downstream rate limit, one tenth of the capacity of the
link. This author’s home access network is also home to a RIPE Atlas probe.
Indeed, examining the 5-minute RTT series from second-hop latency measurements from this probe on a different day show clear diurnal peaks in maximum
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Fig. 3. RTT time series from Amsterdam and Singapore toward a typical residential
cable access network in Zürich with a 30Mbit download link, during downloads from
that network with various rate limits.

RTT measured during morning and evening weekday network activity, indicating
that load telemetry is even possible with very limited RTT data.
The success of load telemetry via RTT data is dependent on each of these
assumptions holding. Indeed, in a similar test against a virtualized endpoint
in a datacenter, where the bufferbloat assumption does not hold, we saw no
significant difference in RTT regardless of generated load.
We have made an automated version of this load telemetry measurement
available as an online tool7 . Initial analysis of data collected duing beta testing
of this tool from 26 access networks shows that remote load telemetry is possible
on a minority of examined networks: 13 (50%) on which ICMP ping is always
blocked, 9 (35%) which are pingable but on which there is no apparent correlation
between RTT and load, and 4 (15%) on which RTT is correlated with load.
The ability to perform load telemetry of a remote network using RTT data
illustrates the well-known utility of RTT data to queue delay measurements.
However, variance in queueing delay is often indicative of other kinds of activity,
indicating that RTT data may be privacy-sensitive in limited circumstances.

5

Conclusions and Recommendations

We have confirmed the network operations rule of thumb that 1ms of RTT is
100km of distance, and the findings of previous studies that RTT measurement
can provide location accuracy on the order of 30km to 100km. That a very basic exclusion-based methodology can perform as well as techniques with higher
complexity using publicly available datasets shows that luck in vantage point
selection is the dominant factor in accuracy. The sensitivity of RTT measurements for geoprivacy is therefore related to the minimum RTT represented by
those measurements. However, RTT measurement is less accurate than IP geolocation using even the most basic, free databases. We therefore recommend
care in dissemination of RTT measurement datasets in those cases where the
7
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datasets themselves are dominated by samples on the order of less than 10ms,
and/or where one (but not both) IP addresses are anonymized.
As for load telemetry, the ability for RTT measurements to provide insight
into network queueing delay can be used to infer human activity on networks
where certain assumptions hold. While the ongoing reduction of bufferbloat in
residential access networks will mitigate the utility of RTT measurements for
the inference of residential activity long equipment replacement cycles in these
networks mean that bufferbloat will be with us for some time to come. In any
case, high-resolution, long-duration RTT datasets collected from networks where
bufferbloat is likely should be treated with care.
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